To the President
of the American Weimaraner Club
Mr. Ted Jarmie
10071 Brier Lane
SANTA ANA
California/USA

Fulda, September 27, 1970

Subject: Colour variants of the Weimaraner setter

The present correspondence of the american Weimaraner Club, same as the verbally
transmitted coverage by your appointee Mrs. Helen Schulze, and furthermore the
inspection of your Weimaraner magazines indicate the existance of a colour variant in
the USA which is designated as "Blue Weimaraner".
The Deutsche Weimaraner Klub e.V.*, being the institution [reponsible for] defining the
standard of this breed, concludes that such a colour variant cannot be approved.
Neither is it intended to file an application for approval of this colour variant at the FCI
(Fédération Cynologique Internationale).
Based on the good relationship with the local Weimaraner Club [means the WCA], we
solicit you to breed our setter in the sense of the common standard only, as in the
opposite case we will be obliged to dispose an import protection against all Weimaraner
setters, including the non-german and overseas breeder associations related to
ourselves.
For the clarification of the colour variants of our breed which are defined in the
standard, we enclose 4 photographies (numbered from 1 - 4 and stamped with the core
of the Commissary for Breeding and Examination, accompaigned by his signature).
To Image 1
Weimaraner setter
SILVER GREY
To Image 2
Weimaraner setter
DEER GREY
To Image 3
Weimaraner setter
MOUSE GREY
To Image 4 (right part of the image): a setter described as "BLUE Weimaraner" by Mrs.
Helen Schulze, which - presuming the consistency of the represented with the original
colour shade - shall not be approved [homologated].
Referring to the Images 3 and 4 it is stated that these images have been supplied from
within the USA to the Weimaraner Klub e.V. for response in 1966. At that time, the
authenticity of the colour representation were disputed. These doubts henceforth have
been dispelled by the given verbal declarations and are in accordance with the colour
description by the owner [female form] (BLUE).
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It is explicitely referred to the fact that, analogous to the colour variants [possibilities]
within the standard, a relation to the colour of the claws and the eye colour exists.
The eye colour may not show a darker shade then dark amber (AMBER) and
represents a yellowish shade of brown, emphasizing on yellow.

HA/ha

Commissary for Breeding and Examination

First Chairman

[Signature]

[Signature]
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(Heinz Küllmer)
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